Get ready to feel fun, free, and fabulous! Tel Aviv is one of the most attractive destinations for LGBTQ visitor in the world, with wonderful sunny weather and beautiful sandy beaches, interesting architecture and culture, world-class Mediterranean cuisine, and above all - nonstop nightlife.

Whether you’re in town for the Pride Festival (June) or just for a short city break, Tel Aviv has plenty to offer, and we’re here to help you make the most of it.

FREE ENGLISH WALKING TOURS

WHITE CITY
On Rothschild Blvd, see the impressive development of Tel Aviv. From a small neighborhood of Jaffa, to a city of eclectic style “dream buildings”, in the 2003 proclaimed UNESCO world heritage site of the “White City”. Savor the experience of life in Tel Aviv past and present.

www.visit-tel-aviv.com | +972-3-5252896 (extension 0)

Old Jaffa (Yafo)
This tour is in fully guided with tales and local legends. The tour covers archeological sites, a view of Tel Aviv from the Dizengoff Garden (Tan Hapuka), the renovated alley of Tel aviv, and the picturesque Jaffa port.

SARON PARK
Discover the history and heritage of this restored colony in the heart of Tel Aviv, where urban adventure meets the ultimate shopping experience.

THE GAY CENTER
The Gay Center is located in Gan Meir (Meir Park) and answers a vast range of needs: counseling, cultural events and performances, support groups, an LGBTQ-friendly clinic offering free and anonymous HIV tests, workshops and even a cafe. The Gay Center welcomes everyone to visit and enjoy.

Tourist Information Centers
www.visit-tel-aviv.com | +972-3-5252896 (extension 0)

The Gay Center is located in Gan Meir (Meir Park) and answers a vast range of needs: counseling, cultural events and performances, support groups, an LGBTQ-friendly clinic offering free and anonymous HIV tests, workshops and even a cafe. The Gay Center welcomes everyone to visit and enjoy.

www.gaycenter.org.il | www.tel-aviv-gay-vibe.com
22 Tchernichovsky St., inside Park Meir, gaycenteril@gmail.com

For more information
www.visit-tel-aviv.com | +972-3-5252896 (extension 0)

If you’d like to book a tour in advance – just show up to the meeting point. Tours are in English.

Available all year round (excluding Yom Kippur) | No need to book in advance – Just show up to the meeting point | Tours are in English

Get ready to feel fun, free, and fabulous! Tel Aviv is one of the most attractive destinations for LGBTQ visitor in the world, with wonderful sunny weather and beautiful sandy beaches, interesting architecture and culture, world-class Mediterranean cuisine, and above all - nonstop nightlife.

Whether you’re in town for the Pride Festival (June) or just for a short city break, Tel Aviv has plenty to offer, and we’re here to help you make the most of it.
Tel Aviv is Israel’s center for recreation, nightlife, tourism, and culture. Its coastline and over 300 days of sunny weather a year mean that life is a beach! Make sure you check out the White City historic area, designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site for its architectural qualities. Tel Aviv’s rich culture and unique mixture of people give the city a creative atmosphere like no place else. Shoppers beware - Tel Aviv’s high streets and marketplaces give new meaning to the term “shop till you drop!”

With Tel Aviv as your base, you’re always in close proximity to some of the world’s best known historic and religious sites. Jerusalem, with its Old City, marketplace and holy sites, is only a 50 minute drive from Tel Aviv. Or enjoy a mud treatment and a swim in the rejuvenating waters of the Dead Sea, less than 90 minutes from your Tel Aviv hotel. The amazing fortress of Masada, just a 2 hour drive from Tel Aviv, is packed with history, energy and spectacular views of the Dead Sea. Haifa, Nazareth, the Sea of Galilee – all an easy ride from Tel Aviv as well.

Tel Aviv is a Nonstop City that keeps nightlife busy with trendy bars, clubs and nonstop nightlife. The city comes alive late at night. While popular hotspots stay open until at least early morning. With a variety of restaurants, cafés, bars and dance clubs, the ideal night out offers limitless options. You can enjoy a night at the opera, catch a late night film screening, or dance the night away to the soundtrack of international and local DJs at one of Tel Aviv’s world famous clubs.

Tel Aviv’s largest annual LGBTQ event, the city’s Gay Pride Festival takes place every June. It is the largest pride parade in Asia and the Middle East, and one of the best known in the world, attracting some 30,000 international participants every year. The parade is the climax of Pride Week, which includes dozens of glamorous parties and events throughout the Nonstop City, including Tel Aviv and the LGBTQ International Film Festival.